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Meethi Memories of Mamma



Introduction Of The First Goddess, World Mother Saraswati Dada Anand Kishoreji “Each one of us has our own lokik (physical) mother who gave birth to the body, but as souls our mother and father is the one Incorporeal Parlokik Supreme Father, Supreme Soul, the point of light, Shiva, who is also the mother and father of our physical parents. We all know about both sets of parents— the lokik and parlokik — but human beings today do not have the true introduction of the name, form, abode, duty etc. of the Supreme Parent. There comes a time within the world drama cycle of 5000 years when we find our alokik (spiritual) Mother. We get to know this spiritual mother for only a short period once in the cycle; her name is Jagadamba (World Mother) Adi Devi (First Goddess) Mother Saraswati.



THE WORLD MOTHER The Incorporeal Supreme Soul, Shiva, is the Eternal One and therefore Father of us souls. But how can Jagadamba, a bodied being, be Mother of the World? The answer lies in understanding Jagadamba’s spiritual task. The name of this Alokik Mother, based on her duty, is “Shiv Vanshi Brahma Kumari Adi Devi Jagadamba Saraswati” (“The Creation of Shiva, Brahma Kumari First Goddess, World Mother Saraswati”). Everyone sees her as the “Goddess of Knowledge.” The ornament of the ‘veena’ in her hands is symbolic of her playing the veena of knowledge. But if the Supreme Father Supreme Soul Shiva is the Ocean of Knowledge, then where and how did Mother Saraswati attain said knowledge? She would definitely have received the vast knowledge from none other than the Supreme Soul Shiva, and then become Gyan-Gyãneshwari, the Goddess of Knowledge herself! When the world drama cycle reaches the completely impure time of Iron Age (Kaliyug) and the urn of sin is full, the God of the Gita, Incorporeal Supreme Soul Shiva, incarnates by entering the corporeal chariot of Prajapita Brahma (Bhagirath, the lucky chariot) in order to purify the impure humanity and re-establish the world of Satyug (Golden Age). People do believe that the Supreme Soul created a new world through Brahma. Mother Saraswati becomes the Commander of the Non-Violent Shiv-Shakti Army, manned by the mouth-born creation of Brahma (the true Brahmins— Brahma Kumars and Brahma Kumaris). They personally listen and imbibe the real Godly Gita knowledge, imparted through Brahma’s mouth, and then battle against the vices. Along with other Brahma Kumars and Brahma Kumaris, she imbibes the knowledge from the Ocean of Knowledge, the Lord of Immortality, Supreme Soul Shiva in her kalash (pot)-like intellect. Thus, she becomes the living Ganges of Knowledge and engages herself in alokik service of purifying human souls with the nectar of knowledge. This spiritual service transforms the corrupt, Iron-Aged world from a jungle of thorns into an elevated Golden-Aged garden of divine flowers. The rivers of Bharat have been named Ganga, Jamuna, Godavari, Krishna, Kãveri, Brahma Putra etc., in memory of this spiritual task. Saraswati is an incognito river, implying that Prajapita Brahma and the creation of Shiva, Brahma Kumari Saraswati, establish the new Golden-Aged world once again with the power of Godly knowledge and yoga. Consequently, they are



considered to be the spiritual Father and Mother of the world. Their spiritual task occurs at the meeting point or Sangam (Confluence) of the end of Iron Age and beginning of Golden Age. This is why Saraswati is seen at the ‘confluence’ (of rivers). Today, people believe the meeting of rivers in Allahabad to be the true ‘confluence’, which is merely a memorial of Sangam Yug (Confluence Age) created on the path of devotion. As this task took place at the ‘ãdi’ (beginning) of the new world, the World Mother is also known as ‘Ãdi Devi’ (the first Goddess). THE FESTIVAL OF NAVRATRI & RÃTRI JÃGRAN (STAYING AWAKE ALL NIGHT) On instructions of Supreme Soul Shiva, Jagadamba and other ShivShaktis distanced themselves from the impure Iron-Aged world. Following which, they carried out the spiritual service of enabling human souls to receive the deity status of liberation-in-life for future 21 births, in the Golden-Aged Land of Paradise. This task was so elevated that along with celebrating the festival of ‘Shiv Ratri’ (the memorial of Supreme Soul Shiva’s incarnation to destroy the IronAged night of ignorance), the festival of Navratri is celebrated twice in commemoration of Shiv-Shaktis. The tradition of devotees worshipping the Goddesses through the night began in memorial of the task they accomplished by sharing knowledge with others and awakening souls from Kumbhakarna’s sleep of intense ignorance, at the end of the Iron-Aged night. Throughout India, one can find temples dedicated to Spiritual Mother Jagadamba in the forms of Durga, Amba, Kali, Saraswati and many other names. Today, however, the devotees neither know anything about these Goddesses nor the significance of the festivals connected with them. It is also important to note that although the Raj-Rajeshwari (Royal Empresses) Goddesses of the Golden and Silver Ages —Shri Radhe, Shri Lakshmi, Shri Sita and others – are praised and worshipped extensively, the festivals held for the Confluence-Aged GyanGyaneshwari (Goddesses of Knowledge) – Durga, Amba, Kali, Saraswati etc. – and attended by hordes of devotees, honour these Shaktis who inculcate the nectar of knowledge from Supreme Soul, Shiva, in the Confluence Age and then distribute the same to others. As fruit of their actions, they become the Empresses of the future Satyug and Tretayug (Golden and Silver Ages). While devotees merely



ask Empress Shri Lakshmi for wealth, they pray to Jagadamba for wealth, long life, fortune, children and much more. In fact, Mother Amba is the permanent source providing these facilities of complete happiness and peace; she is “Kãmdhenu”. These attainments are not achieved by merely praising and worshipping her non-living images, but rather by listening and inculcating the knowledge of the Supreme Soul Shiva given to her in the Confluence Age. This is why it is said, “There can be no salvation without Godly knowledge”, and Mother Saraswati is the Goddess of Knowledge. Human beings today do not have the slightest knowledge about the activities of both ConfluenceAged Goddesses of Knowledge and Golden-Aged Empresses, nor the difference between their times of existence. Just as devotees remember Supreme Soul Shiva as Amarnath (Lord of Immortality), Somnath (Lord of Nectar), Vishwanath (Lord of the Universe) etc. according to His activities, so too have they named Mother of the World as Amba, Durga, Kali, Sheetala, Saraswati and so on. The Mother is called ‘Durga’ since she had strengthened her mind, words and actions like a ‘durg’ or fortress, to the extent that Maya (negativity) did not have the courage to even face her. Human beings with vicious traits were ashamed of standing before her and would immediately lower their heads in deference. Having deeply connected in yoga with Supreme Soul Shiva (who gives strength to the helpless), she adopted the form of the fearless Lioness Shakti, and therefore has been shown seated on a lion. Mother has also been given the fearsome form of Kali since she had inspired human beings with devilish attitudes to sacrifice the vices before her. But the astounding fact is that rather than sacrifice their own vices, devotees violently sacrifice innocent goats in a fruitless endeavour to gratify the Mother, the living image of non-violence! The Mother shared Supreme Soul Shiva’s knowledge and gave solace to souls, which is why she is named Sheetala and Saraswati. Extreme irreligiousness rules the present time. True knowledge of the time period and duty of the deities has disappeared for a very long time. A number of misconceptions have spread about them. Many books have made false accusations about them and thus drowned Bharat’s ancient, golden civilization. Saraswati is Brahma’s daughter; in reality, she is his adopted daughter. Father Brahma was very pleased with how Saraswati had inculcated the knowledge and divine virtues, and appointed her ‘Yagya-Mata’ (Mother of the Yagya) seeing her



worthy of looking after the sacrificial fire of knowledge. Since the establishment or creation of the new world occurs through Brahma and Saraswati, they become ancestors to all human souls who descend on the world drama stage after them. This is why Christians, Muslims and people of other religions believe that they, Adam and Eve or Adham and Bibi (Hawa) etc. existed at the beginning of the universe. Nonetheless, they are completely unaware of their era or task. But since residents of Bharat themselves have forgotten their spiritual Mother and Father, how can we accuse souls of other religions who came much later? As the world cycle is once again nearing the end of the Iron Age and preparations for its destruction through atomic weapons are underway, Supreme Soul Shiva has created His Rudra Gita-Gyan Yagya (the sacrificial fire of knowledge of Rudra) through Prajapita Brahma in order to create the new world as done exactly a kalpa (5000 years) ago. This yagya is also called Prajapita Brahma Kumaris Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya. Brahma Kumari Saraswati became the Yagya-Mata created by the Supreme Being, and thus fulfilled the task of World Mother, before leaving her body. This is why the path of devotion portrays Saraswati as being incognito. We, Brahma Kumars and Brahma Kumaris, are the mouth-born creation (created through knowledge) of this Spiritual Mother.



Vidya Visharde (Embodiment of Knowledge), Goddess Of Eloquence Taught Me The Art Of Public-Speaking - BK Nirwair Bhaiji Mama granted me one blessing. Certain people have excellent oratory skills and for them it is said, “Saraswati resides on his or her tongue”; I received a similar blessing from Mama. There was an inter-religious conference being held once in Mumbai and we had received an invitation. I did not want to attend it but Mama said I should be sent. Though it was a multi-faith conference, Muslim leaders were the organizers. Up till then, I had been sharing and discussing Godly knowledge with individuals but never given a speech to a gathering before. When I received the invitation, I said, “I have never given speeches so howcan I go to this Conference” It was night-time when Mama heard about this. She said, “Send him to me and I will teach him how to give a speech right now.” I went and sat near Mama and whilst patting my back gently, she slowly taught me how to give



a speech. The topic of the Conference was ‘World Peace’. In four minutes, Mama told me what world peace was, why is there a need for it, when was the world peaceful, and who is the one to establish world peace. When I went and gave my speech, the audience listened attentively for 40 minutes. They were most impressed by the Brahma Kumaris speech. I used the pictures of the Tree, Ladder and Cycle as visual tools and these were much in demand by the audience. In this way, Vãgdevi Saraswati (Goddess of Speech) herself taught me public-speaking. This is one of my life’s most special and memorable events.



THE MOTHER’S SELFLESS LOVE I first met Mama in 1959, at Waterloo Mansion near Colaba, Mumbai. I had only been in knowledge for about a month, and I was about 20-21 years old. Mama stayed in Mumbai for a month during that visit. Mama’s personality shone brightly and emitted motherly affections naturally. On meeting her, I had the thought that I have met her before. I even mentioned it to her and she said, “Yes, we had met each other a cycle back,” but I did not understand what she said at the time. One day, I was having lunch with her. Before beginning her meal, she fed me the first mouthful from her own plate. This incident made me feel I had found my mother once again after many days. Mama too said, “Yes, this is a spiritual meeting.” SHE ALWAYS BECAME THE HUMBLE DAUGHTER IN FRONT OF BABA Every evening, Mama’s class was held between 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. As I was in the Indian Navy, this timing was convenient for me. Mama’s class would run for about 45 minutes to an hour. Mama’s method of clarifying the knowledge was very distinctive and simple. I did have some questions about gyan and inculcation of the knowledge but never asked them. The surprising thing was that these doubts and questions would be cleared automatically in Mama’s speeches. I asked Mama about this: “Mama, how do you know we have these questions?” She answered, “It’s nothing like that. I remember Baba and speak according to the inspirations I receive from Him.” She never would say she knew that we had had these questions. Mama always pointed towards Baba. She always presented herself as His humble daughter.



KNOWLEDGE WAS MERGED IN HER BEING & EVERY ORGAN REMINDED ONE OF THE SUPREME SOUL



Whichever topic Mama took up, she explored its extreme depths. In those days, Mama explained specially about the depths and expansiveness of ‘karma’. She would speak at length about the Supreme Soul’s introduction and the inculcation of purity. Along with depth, her method of teaching was very simple, easy, and interesting. A listener would not find it burdensome or difficult to imbibe. The listeners thought she was the Goddess of Knowledge, Saraswati, and her knowledge was making their lives perfect with the wealth of dhãrnã (inculcation). Mama used to speak very little. We only heard her voice only during class or whilst she was personally meeting someone. She had developed the natural stage of being lost in love, in the Supreme Soul’s remembrance. The vibrations around her gave one the experience of belonging and comfort. Each one of her words was merged in knowledge, or rather, knowledge was merged in every pore of her being. Looking at her, my mind would be lost immediately in the Supreme Soul’s remembrance. There would be no need to make an effort to remember the Supreme Father as this happened naturally.



HER BLESSED WORDS COULD FREE ONE FROM KARMIC BONDAGES & LOKIK RELATIONSHIPS During my vacation from the Indian navy, Baba had sent me to Jaipur on service for two months. I experienced great bliss doing spiritual service. I returned and shared all the service news with Mama. I then said, “Mama, my heart says I should dedicate myself to Godly service.” Mama gave me an extremely enthusiastic answer, “This is great news. What does a human being need – just 2 rotis to eat and 2 sets of clothes and the yagya can provide this. So go ahead, bring benefit to yourself and others too.” Mama’s inspirational words proved to be very helpful in freeing myself by settling all lokik bondages with love. The meeting and spiritual conversation with Mama is an invaluable treasure of my life. It gives me great pride that Mama herself was the inspiration and co-operative Shakti behind the decision to completely dedicate myself to spiritual service.



THE OLD WORLD DID NOT EXIST FOR HER Mama had visited Mumbai twice or thrice. Pictures for the first exhibition were being developed in 1964, and Mama had come to Mumbai to offer her suggestions in this service. I remember one incident from those days. We were once travelling by car from Waterloo Mansion to Brother Ramesh’s home, with Mama and Dadi Jamuna in the back-seat, and Brother Ramesh and myself in front. We were crossing Chaupati (a well-known strip along the beach in Mumbai) when we saw a billboard of Roger Drinks (alcohol by Roger Company). It was a digital advertisement where a bottle was shown filling a glass with the drink. Once the glass was emptied, it would immediately get re-filled and the cycle continued. Brother Ramesh and I began discussing how we too should create something similar based on knowledge for the exhibition. We then asked Mama, “What did you think about that advertisement?” Mama gave us an answer that we could never have imagined or dreamed of! She said, “When Mama is in class, it is only then that she views everything before her. At all other times, this world does not exist for her.” Such was the extent of Mama’s disinterest for the old world and materialistic things! MAMA WOULD GIVE FINAL TOUCHES TO ALL INVITATIONS In those days, Baba used to send telegrams of Godly messages to personalities such as national and international politicians, religious leaders, and social workers etc. Baba would design the matter for these telegrams and then show them to Mama. If there was anything missing or changes needed to be made, Mama would do it herself or have it done. Mama was in Mumbai, along with Bhau Vishwa Kishore, when we received the news that Pope Paul VI was soon to visit India. A Godly telegram had to be sent to him. Baba sent the message to Mumbai for Mama’s approval. Mama, Bhau, Brother Ramesh, and I finalized the telegram and we sent it to the Pope at 12 midnight. The message contained therein was: “A hearty welcome to you in Bharat! This Bharat is the land where the Supreme Father, Supreme Teacher, and Supreme Preceptor (Satguru) incarnates. Having come to this land, you can receive the Godly message that will make your life so elevated, and enable you to attain liberation and liberation-in-life. The Brahma Kumari Sisters and Brothers are present to carry out this service.” The diligence of Brother Jagdish and Brother Ramesh in sending this telegram resulted in us gaining permission to meet the Pope. Dadiji, Dadi Nirmal Shanta, Dadi Sheel, Brother Ramesh and Brother Jagdish were part of the delegation that met Pope Paul VI, and



gifted him and many other Bishops with beautifully decorated pictures of the Trimurti, Cycle, Tree etc. Mama also used to go through and check the Murlis along with finalizing the matter for letters or telegrams to eminent people; this was Mama’s special role at the time. Apart from which, she would fill everyone with enthusiasm, increase our will-power, and help us to progress. SHE WAS AN EXCELLENT, PROFICIENT ORGANISER & ADMINISTRATOR Mama’s organising capabilities were elevated and splendid. She was efficient in the art of making everyone work in unison. If Baba mentioned something as an example, Mama would immediately inculcate it – she was number one in this aspect. She naturally displayed the complete sanskars of a mother. Her way of instantly dedicating her life – known as ‘jhãtku’ – became the ideal for numerous brothers and sisters and a source of inspiration to uplift many lives. The biggest thing was that everyone accepted her as Mother of the Yagya. People naturally saw her as a mother. She fulfilled everyone’s requirements without ever needing to be asked; she didn’t give anyone the chance to ask for something. No one thought about the differences in Mama’s and their own ages. No matter which religion, caste or sect someone belonged to, each one had the same unlimited feeling that “This is my mother”, “She is my well-wisher”. Whether it was according to drama or Baba’s doing, she was the one who had to become Mother of the Yagya, Mateshwari, Mama. GODDESS GAURI, WHO REMAINED LOST IN SPIRITUAL ENDEAVOUR DAY & NIGHT From the beginning till the end, Mama never let her spiritual endeavour slacken. She would wake up every morning at 2 – 2:30 a.m. and specially practice silence and remember Baba in His powerful form. Her diary was filled with deep churnings on various topics. I had the great fortune of reading her diary in Jaipur. A sister, who had stayed with Mama for a year, had copied the points of knowledge from Mama’s diary into her own, and I got the chance to read the latter. Reading those points, I realized to what extent Mama used to churn the ocean of knowledge, the depths of knowledge she had experienced and how much she had practised inculcating the same! Poets and scholars have described the Goddess of Wisdom, Saraswati, but it is my greatest fortune to have practically seen her in action, learned from her, and become her child.



Mateshwari – Mother Of The Entire World Brahma Kumar Brother Ramesh Shah* talks about his experiences with MAMA when she visited Mumbai in 1955: My lokik mother asked me, “Mateshwari has arrived – will you come to meet her?” I replied, “I will definitely come. Please take an appointment because many people may be visiting her and she must be busy with other programmes too.” She gave me time from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. that evening. It was the first time I saw Mama. She used to wear sari in the Parsi style. In our first meeting itself, an invisible and eternal relationship was forged between us two, which became the catalysis behind considerable transformation in my life. Mama stayed with us for a long time and taught us many things like a mother. They say, ‘A mother is the first guru or teacher’ and so Mama became the guru-mother of our spiritual life and guided us extensively. I used to ask Mama several awkward questions, but yet she would answer them with a smile and satisfy my heart. Once, I asked Mama, “Despite the fact that there were many sisters who had come to the yagya before you, you went ahead on the basis of your purushãrth. Which one aspect took you ahead of the rest?” Mama answered, “This is a very difficult question as one does not progress because of one speciality. Many things are involved, which when work in harmony take a person forward in life.” I said, “No, I want to know about only one aspect that helped you move ahead in purushãrth.” After contemplating for a while, she said, “It is my understanding that the virtue of determination, that is, to fulfil any thought I have, at any cost, is taking me ahead.”



MOST RESPECTED MOTHER, WHO RESPECTED ALL Mama gave everyone respect along with immense love. Once, I asked Mama, “I don’t like one thing about you.” Mama asked what it was. I replied, “Mama, no mother in the lokik world says ‘Aap’ to her son; she addresses him as ‘Tu’ (‘Aap’ and ‘Tu’ both mean “You” but the former is used for seniors or as a sign of respect, while the latter for those younger in



age). You use ‘Aap’ when you address me, implying that you don’t consider me your son.” Mama said, “That’s not true. Prior to your making Baba belong to you, Mama made you belong to her.” I asked again, “Then why don’t you say ‘Tu’ when you speak to me? This ‘Aap’ is a burden. I am younger than you and you are the World Empress Shri Lakshmi of the future world, and are worshipped as World Mother Amba and Goddess Saraswati presently, but nonetheless why do you address me in this manner?” Then Mama replied, “Listen Rameshji, every soul in this world drama is elevated and is playing his or her own part. We are the children of the Supreme Father, Supreme Soul, and as souls we are brothers. This is why we should interact with love and regard. In terms of worldly interactions, I use the term ‘Aap’ for you but don’t think that Mama has not accepted you as her son.” Mama thus taught us to be far-sighted and treat every individual with respect and love.



CONSTANTLY SUPPORTING AND REASSURING When we were to hold an exhibition in Mumbai for the first time, I discussed it with Mama. Mama asked what the expenses would be. I said, “Mama, we need to first get Baba’s permission.” Mama said, “Mama gives you permission on Baba’s behalf. Tell me how much it will cost.” I gave her an estimate. Mama said it was fine and that we could go ahead. Mama always gave me her approval. We had to create pictures for the exhibition. After they were ready, we would send them to Baba for any corrections and he would then return them to us. Baba once wrote in his letter, “The son has become crazy over these pictures. What will we do with so many? The three – Tree, Trimurti and Cycle – are more than enough.” Mama’s enthusiastic words were also written at the bottom corner of the letter: “Son Ramesh, whatever you are doing is fine. Baba is only testing you. Continue making pictures.” In this way, I always received Mama’s support, her favour, and encouragement. The first exhibition of the yagya was inaugurated on 29 December 1964 and attended by Mama too.



HER UNSHAKEABLE & UNBREAKABLE FAITH IN DRAMA Once when I was in Madhuban, Mama was to return from a trip to Hapud. She arrived in the evening and was given a grand welcome. At night, Mama sat with Baba and shared news of the commotion that had occurred in Hapud (BKs had faced much opposition) and I too was present. Mama talked about what the antagonists had done etc. Baba listened very calmly and Mama too was stable whilst speaking. Listening to their conversation, a question came to my mind: “Mama, you have personally witnessed the circumstances in Hapud and are now describing them to Baba. When you were experiencing all of it, did your mind go through any upheaval?” Mama answered, “I do not experience any upheaval.” I asked her why not. Mama looked at Baba and replied, “We have firm faith in the fact that establishment is taking place as done 5000 years back. All the ups and downs, obstacles, and problems being faced now have been seen 5000 years back too. Many such things will come and go. This is the reason our stage does not get spoilt and we don’t experience mental upheaval.” We thus learned a lot from Mama’s unshakeable faith in drama. IF WE DON’T GIVE LOVE, WHO ELSE WILL? I once asked Mama, “Whoever comes to you, they either talk about their difficulties or complain about other people’s weaknesses and defects. No one ever comes to speak about good things.” Mama nodded and I went on, “When someone speaks to us this way, we tend to get influenced and our drishti towards the person changes accordingly. Doesn’t the same happen to you?” Mama replied, “I consider everyone to be effort-makers. Each one is making efforts to change themselves and go ahead. In the process, some fail along the way, some move at a slow pace, and a few come to a standstill. Mama also knows that this is a school and a school normally has a variety of students – some are intelligent and others dull or weak. Not everyone passes with first rank in their examinations; some come first, some second, few third, and few also fail. I have the faith that a kingdom is being established, and subjects of a kingdom are number-wise. The various categories of the kingdom will be formulated here, and each one is making efforts to create sanskars, which form the basis of their



future status. Therefore, no matter what is spoken about anyone, I do not allow anyone’s weaknesses or defects to get imprinted on my memory track. I never create negative impressions about the other child. I maintain feelings of benevolence and love for the child I am listening to, as well for the one who is being spoken about. I constantly maintain good wishes to help everyone progress. I show regard and love for both souls because if we don’t give them love, who else will?” When Mama came to Mumbai, Baba gave her the responsibility of creating Shri Lakshmi-Shri Narayan’s picture. Kakubhai (lokik father of B.K. Sister Nalini, Ghatkopar, Mumbai), was in contact with an artist brother named Parmanand Namak, who had made some of our pictures. Mama said, “This will be the portrait of the first World Emperor and Empress and so it should be done very well.” Mama would send a trance-messenger to Avyakt Baba to clarify things. Baba would mention how many necklaces should be around the necks of Shri Lakshmi and Shri Narayan, how many diamonds, pearls and jewels should be embedded on the necklaces etc. He even went to the extent of mentioning how many diamonds the kamarbandh (belt tied around the waist) should have! Mama took detailed information from Baba on every aspect. These experiences trained us for future service. WHY DID I HAVE EXTREME LOVE FOR MAMA? When I am merged in my own intoxication, I ask myself strange questions. Once, in such a mood, I asked myself, “Ramesh, do you have more love for Baba or Mama?” I asked this question jokingly and my inner voice said, “You love Mama more.” Just as a young child is asked, “Is Mummy sweeter than Daddy?” this question too was for young children. I think the main reason behind this answer was that Mama had lived with us for 18 months. Everyday we travelled by car together, I would listen to her Murli, we would have dinner together etc., and this caused me to develop devotional love for Mateshwariji. When I think deeper, I understand that Mama represented excellent and incomparable effort-making. Father Brahma was the Supreme Father, Supreme Soul’s lucky chariot , he had an experienced body of 60 years and owned limitless wealth, and so in my



understanding, he did not need to make lot of efforts to attain the Number One position; it was natural for him. But Mateshwari came to the yagya at a young age, she had no experience in looking after a household or family, nor did she serve or co-operate through wealth and so from all angles, situations were against her whilst favourable for Pitashri. Once in Pune, Mama and I went to see Panshain Dam, which had broken and caused severe damages. We had to walk a little way and whilst walking, we all went ahead and Mama got left behind. We waited for her to catch up and then I said, “Mama, you were left behind. Baba too has come on walks with us many times, but in spite of being elderly he walks in step with us and has even gone ahead several instances.” Mama said jokingly, “Rameshji, Baba is no doubt unique. There are two souls in one body, where one is the Supreme Soul and the second, Baba’s soul. So a twoengine train would definitely move faster than a one-engine train, wouldn’t it? Even whilst coming to Pune, there was a reason why they added two engines to the train. Baba will undoubtedly go ahead of us since we all have one-engine. Baba also becomes the engine and we, the train carriages. He needs to be in front so that he can pull the carriages ahead.” This answer of Mama’s sheds special light on the truth; this is why you can understand I have more love for Mama, because she achieved her status of World Empress Shri Lakshmi through great efforts. Our Mateshwariji was the living form of tireless, care-free purusharth. What was the reason behind this? There are many answers to this question but I will only share a few: 1) Mama never speculated about the knowledge, that is, she related only what she knew. If there are some aspects of knowledge which the Supreme Soul has not clearly talked about, we tend to conjecture that it might be like this or mean that – we attempt to blend the directions of our mind (manmat) with Godly directions. For example, in 1962 I had asked Mama a question in Madhuban: “Where do all these trance-messengers go? At that time, are their souls in their bodies or elsewhere?” Mama immediately answered that Baba has not clarified this topic yet. I then asked, “You have probably thought about it yourself? What do you think?” Mama then replied, “I am a student who is studying and therefore, I only



think about what the teacher has already taught me. When the teacher is personally in front of us, why don’t we ask him? Whatever I say will be manmat because I am not aware of what God’s directions are in this respect. You may ask Baba this question tonight.” Knowledge means having the understanding of both one’s powers and drawbacks. Mama was knowledgeful about both, which is why she went ahead in purusharth. 2) The second reason for Mama’s fast efforts was her determined power of thought. It is difficult to measure this, but one can know when it waxes or wares. When Mama had faith in something, she would definitely see it thorough. Once, the specially loved brothers and sisters of Kanpur had sent an invitation to Mama in Mumbai, in the form of sweet, love-filled songs. The songs had an element of sadness too and this made the listeners emotional and their tears flowed. Mama’s eyes too were moist but she said these drops would not leave the eyes. Despite listening to a voice filled with deep love, the tears did not fall, but were hidden within the eyes. We asked Mama why she didn’t shed tears and Mama then revealed her purusharth. She shared an incident from the initial days of the yagya. In Karachi, Baba used to stay separately in Clifton. One night, Mama suddenly remembered Baba and wept throughout the night, so much so that she even wet her pillow. Baba later on heard about this and explained to her in private, “Daughter, you must not weep from now on.” From that day itself, Mama made a promise to Baba that not a single tear-drop would ever fall from her eyes. “And from that day until now, I have not failed in my promise.” On another occasion, I told Mama that as a child she must have planned something for her future. What did she aspire to become? Mama answered, “At that time, I wanted to follow the path of bhakti (devotion). I admired how people still praise Mira (devotee) and others; I too wanted to perform a task for which I would be remembered even after having departed.” Mama truly fulfilled her childhood desire! 3) Mama’s power of logic was extraordinary. Mama had the virtue of being able to quiten someone in two seconds. I had once invited friends from the lokik gita pathshala (where Gita scripture is read and taught), who



were well-versed in the scriptures to meet Mama. I questioned whether Mama, who had never read any scriptures, would be able to make them content with knowledge? And the first question that came up was, “Are you saying this Gita (lokik one) is false?” Mama answered promptly, “Why don’t you look at the attainments? What did the Pandavas attain on listening to the Gita? The Gita was for society but society became Iron-aged. The Pandavas went to the Himalaya Mountains. The Yadavs were destroyed on their own land, whilst the Kauravas were destroyed in the battle at Kurukshetra. Although the knowledge is so great, why did evil take birth? Here, the Supreme Soul says ‘I establish the Golden Age by relating the knowledge of the Gita, that is, I transform the world through the Gita. So tell me, which Gita is the truth – the one that brings about world transformation or the one that gives birth to immorality? There is no question of blind faith here; it is the truth. You are all educated individuals, so go beyond blind faith and think about the truth in an unbiased way.’ Hearing this, they started whispering to each other, ‘She has silenced us by talking about attainments.’ The flow of conversation had definitely changed course. 4) Till the end, Mama lived up to her status and responsibilities. In reality, she was a young girl but from the moment she received the status or seat of ‘Mama’, she did not step down thereafter. She always maintained a motherly elevated vision towards everyone. Baba has given us children a status or throne too of keeping a brotherly or brother-sister vision and attitude amongst ourselves. Do we constantly maintain this drishti and attitude? If not, it’s because we let go of our status time and again. Everyone was pleased with Mama and she too was content with all. She was not influenced by someone’s nature or intentions. She could win over everyone through love, which was why no one ever felt distant or like strangers in her company. Even people who did not accept the new aspects of spiritual knowledge praised Mateshwariji’s personality. Everyone considered her to be their mother.



The Speciality Of Mama's Talks Was Her Clarity Of Knowledge -Brahma Kumar Brother Karunaji Mama predicted my eternal role It was in 1960, after following knowledge for only 3 months that I met Mateshwariji I waited in a room for her to come and was ready to perform Sashtang Dandwat (to lie down prostate in front of one’s feet in reverence). Born and brought up in a strictly religious & ritualistic South Indian family, this was my way of showing her respect. I had read a book — compilation of Mama’s lectures — wherein each lecture Mama had elaborated on a single topic in depth. The ideas that were shared reflected the churnings of a deep and divine intellect. Readers did not need to know Sanskrit to understand the deep philosophies mentioned in essence; it was different from every other spiritual book I had read till then. Even at the zealous age of 20 years, her clarity & depth appealed to my spiritual instincts and to me, she was Goddess incarnate. I insisted relentlessly on meeting her as soon as possible. In those days, students could only come to Mount Abu after strictly following all rules & regulations for minimum of 6 months, but my teacher acceded eventually and sent me to Mt. Abu. All the anticipation and requesting made me more eager to meet Mateshwari. As I prepared to pay my respects, she walked into the room silently. Her countenance radiated the serenity of truth & purity. Her face displayed the peacefulness and surety of knowing that nothing untoward could happen anywhere in the world. Later on, I came to know that she was always in this mental state of being. With her divine gaze on me, my world came to a standstill. Lifted to another dimension, I forgot everything else. Nothing else mattered now except for receiving motherly love & blessings through her drishti. I remained still for a long time till Mama came near & whispered, “You are the same son from the previous cycle.” Those words continue to echo in my ears for they became a blessing. In the spiritual context, it means that this is the immortal child who had come a cycle or 5000 years back and has now returned, and will come again in the next kalpa. Mama predicted my eternal role in drama and spoke these blessed words. Mama guided me constantly in all my decision-making on this spiritual path. Before telling Baba anything, I used to rehearse it in front of Mama; only after getting her approval would I approach Baba. She helped solve my difficulties & brought me out of disappointments on many occasions.



Tolerance has become my mantra for life: One day, I went to her in a disturbed mood & said, “I cannot tolerate this any more!” Mama asked me, “Have you seen a pressure cooker?” I replied affirmatively saying, “Yes, it noisily lets out steam once the pressure builds up”. Mama said amusingly, “I hope you are not one of them.” She then related many of her experiences and said, “You will become number one if you are able to tolerate.” In time, I found this to be greatest truth of Mama’s life. Never again did I utter those words - tolerance has become my mantra for life. Another great quality I admired in Mama was her concentration power and ability to focus her mind anywhere, anytime. Her introvertness was so deep that she sometimes would not even feel someone’s presence for a long time. This happened with me once; I stood near her for more than ten minutes, after which she asked me, “Oh! When did you come?” I realized that one would need to develop a similar degree of concentration in order to perform great tasks and succeed in life. She always advised me on the speciality of a good effort-maker: “It’s not that they don’t commit mistakes; they just don’t repeat it.” She became a child with the children, a youth with the youth, and a mature adult with the older generation but yet, she was a Mother to all. Baba’s Murli is the vast treasure-store of the knowledge of the three aspects of time. It contains diamonds, pearls, and rubies of knowledge but Mama would sometimes pick out diamonds to share with us, sometimes rubies and so on. My greatest fortune was when Mama came to Bangalore on our invitation for service. For the first time in the yagya’s history, Mama stayed away from Madhuban for three long months. What we were not able to achieve in five long years on the field of service, Mama accomplished in the short span of three months. However many speeches she gave, we witnessed the practical role of Goddess Saraswati unfold before us. Whether they were the religious, scientific or B.K. gatherings, she shared knowledge with utter precision. It is phenomenal that whoever she inspired to take up this knowledge is now one of the pillars of our institution. It was only through her selfless and tireless service that Baba’s message reached all Southern States of India. Baba’s children from South India are lucky to have received sustenance from Mama, which is the only reason why service there continues to prosper.



Mateshwari And I -Brahma Kumar Brother Brij Mohanji I am one of the hundred-fold fortunate children who have received spiritual love and sustenance from Mateshwari, in the corporeal form. My first meeting with Mama was in 1955. I was studying Chartered Accountancy at the time and it had been a few months since I was introduced to spiritual knowledge and meditation at the Brahma Kumaris’ Kamala Nagar branch in Delhi. Along with my lokik parents and brother, I went to visit Pitashri (Baba) and Mateshwari (Mama) at Madhuban, the heavenly ashram in Mount Abu. At our first meeting, Baba and Mama were seated in History Hall on sandalis. I looked at each one in turn. Mama was smiling with spiritual grace, her face radiated spirituality, and her eyes showered boundless love. Mama’s personality was powerful and attractive. I clearly remember that she had neither spoken anything nor made any gestures. She just sat and constantly smiled away, but her smile had some magic about it that made me feel she was calling me. I got up and went to sit near my spiritual mother. O… being one’s inner anguish could lead in her presence! It was then that I comprehended why devotees address the Mother as “Sheetala” (one who bestows coolness)! Mother patted me with hands that were as delicate as a feather and pure as a lotus, and sweetened my mouth with toli. As many days as I had stayed in Abu, there was a strange perplexity which I never mentioned to anyone until now. You may wonder what this unusual complication could be that I have kept hidden so long. Whether it was in class or in the ‘chamber’ (in those days after murli, Baba, Mama and some children would sit in another room to have a chit-chat over gyan and this would be the ‘chamber’, where we would also be given toli) or any place where Baba and Mama were seated side-by-side, I would be confused about whom I should take drishti from and whose drishti I would be deprived of. On one side was the bright light of the sun of knowledge and on the other, the moonlight and coolness of the moon of knowledge… I wanted to always attain both together. Anyway, I solved the problem by taking drishti from them one after the other. SHE WAS THE SPIRITUAL MOTHER OF HER OWN LOKIK MOTHER Mama was in fact a young girl but by accepting the task of being Mother of the Yagya, her physical appearance too went through an astounding change that even the oldest of the old accepted her, as a mother naturally. From the day we met her, I saw my lokik father and other elderly ‘children’



address her as “Mama”, but I had yet to witness another unusual experience… The ‘sandeshi’(trance-messenger) who used to go into trance and offer bhog to Shiv Baba on Thursdays in Madhuban was Mama’s lokik mother. I was amazed to see how her mother interacted with her own lokik daughter as her “spiritual mother” and similarly, how Mama treated her lokik mother as her “spiritual daughter.” I got goose pimples the first time I saw this. Despite being elderly, the mother appeared rightly like a daughter in front of Mama. I practically saw how a human being’s entire environment and relationships transform when sanskars, nature, and task change; this left a strong impact on me. I was hundred-fold fortunate that my entire lokik family began following the path of knowledge. This experience helped me greatly in transforming physical relationships into spiritual or ‘alokik’ones. A COMPLETE MOTHER GODDESS Mama was the complete, living Goddess of divine virtues. Her thoughts were as unshakeable as a mountain; her words were sweet and full of essence and actions were elevated and accurate. Mama was so yog-yukt, mature, and silent that the atmosphere around her always remained peaceful and could be felt practically felt by everyone. One felt her to be a walking light-house and might-house. Mama walked like an angel. Residents of the ashram (Madhuban) would not even know when Mama had passed them by or when she would come and stand quietly behind them, inspecting their tasks or activities. Mama’s words were very sweet, loving, and respectful. Mama always addressed me as “Brij Mohanji.” (‘Ji’ is a sign of respect) In her letters, she addressd me as “Ladle (Expression used for a much-loved son) Brij Mohanji.” When she wrote letters or met us personally, she would first ask about our health. Could a lokik mother possibly have so much limitless love for her children as this spiritual mother had for us? I began to think of Mama as my lokik mother as well. THE COMPLETE LOVEFUL & LAWFUL GODDESS OF KNOWLEDGE Whenever we asked Mama to do something that involved ‘love devoid of law’, which was really indicative of our carelessness, she would caution us very sweetly about the deep secrets of karma. Mama was once visiting the Ambala Cantt centre in Punjab, and when I came to meet her from Nangal (where I used to work), I invited her to Nangal. She asked me to hold a programme few days later. Not understanding, I asked Mama again whether she would come the next day. Mama then replied, “I could come tomorrow but many souls will be coming to meet me in Ambala from



different centres in Punjab and they would be disappointed. This burden would be on you.” I then realized that Mama was putting off the trip to Nangal for a few days so that people could be informed about her visit and programme. I then accepted her decision and she arrived in Nangal couple of days later. This clearly illustrated how Mama used both her capabilities of love and law simultaneously effectively. She would never give up love for law or law for love. PROTECTOR OF THE YAGYA In the corporeal form, Mama helped Baba completely in looking after the business of the sacrificial fire of the knowledge of Rudra, and even after Mama became Avyakt, the message that first came via the trance messenger was, “You children must give complete co-operation to Pitashri in looking after the yagya. Baba is elderly and he should not have to experience extra burden now that Mama has left.” So great was our Mama’s love for the Father! SOMETHING I HAD NEVER EVEN DREAMED OF It’s impossible for me to forget the incident that occurred on my visit to Abu few days prior to Mama becoming avyakt. One day after morning class, I went on a walk around Nakki Lake. After my walk, I was nearing Pandav Bhawan when I saw Mama walking towards the Lake, with her assistant, Sister Jamuna. I was ecstatic on seeing Mama. When Sister Jamuna mentioned that Mama was going for a short walk, I turned around and went along with them. We reached the place where the road branches off towards Anadhra Point (Sunset Point). Mama suddenly said, “Come on, let’s go up to Anadhra Point today.” I was over the moon and began talking to her about all sorts of things. I couldn’t contain my happiness. I said, “Mama, at this moment you know I am Brij Mohan and I know you are Mama, but we won’t remember all of this in the Golden Age.” Mama continued to smile, knowingly. Having such a meeting with Mama was so pleasing and I was so excited that I did not realize I walked so much. Sister Jamuna too mentioned that Mama normally never walked so far. The next day, Baba and Mama had a photo taken with me, which is still kept in my room to this day. But… never even in my dreams did I think that Mama would say goodbye to us in a few days time and that that would be our final meeting in this cycle. Perhaps Mama sensed it beforehand, which was why she showered so much love on me during that last walk!
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